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Background: In this paper, we investigate the relationship between theory and design in the context of creating
digital games to support children's development of scientific expertise.
Synthesis: Theoretically, we consider two frameworks: Knowledge in Pieces (or KiP) and Science as Practice
(or SaP). While KiP is a theory about the structure of human knowledge, SaP is a theoretical perspective about the
development of scientific expertise that emphasizes the deeply intertwined nature of conceptual development and
the development of epistemic and representational practices. We then synthesize research on modeling and games
from our research group and others to create a composite argument and theoretical framing for the importance of
disciplinary integration in the design of digital games for science learning.
Conclusions: We show how shifting from KiP to SaP as the underlying theoretical anchor in our designs results in
shifting from focusing on conceptual integration to focusing on disciplinary integration. We first present our initial
framing and design around conceptual integration. We then trace the evolution and rationale for disciplinary
integration across our development and research on four game platforms. Finally, we discuss the implications and
generalizability of disciplinary integration across the design of digital games for science learning.
Keywords: Digital games; Learning; Science education; Learning technologiesBackground
Digital games provide a promising medium for science
education (Clark et al. 2009; Honey and Hilton 2010;
National Research Council 2009). The potential of digital
games as a genre of educational technologies for fos-
tering scientific expertise has been noted not only by ed-
ucators but also by scientists (Federation of American
Scientists 2006; Hines et al. 2009). There is now a gro-
wing body of research that shows that digital games can
indeed be productively used to support science learning
in K-12 classrooms (Clark et al. 2014a; Martinez-Garza
et al. 2013; Wouters et al. 2013).
In this paper, we focus on theorizing the design of
digital games to support the learning of core scientific
concepts and representational practices. Theoretically,
we consider two frameworks: Knowledge in Pieces
(or KiP) (diSessa 1993; Hammer 1996; Sherin 2001;
Clark et al. 2009) and Science as Practice (or SaP)* Correspondence: doug.clark@vanderbilt.edu
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in any medium, provided the original work is p(Pickering 1995; Lehrer and Schauble 2006a; Duschl
et al. 2007). While KiP is a theory about the structure of
human knowledge, SaP is a theoretical perspective about
the development of scientific expertise. Grounded in the
history of science, SaP argues that the development of
scientific concepts is deeply intertwined with the deve-
lopment of epistemic and representational practices (e.g.,
modeling). We report how these theoretical frameworks
have shaped the design of our digital games for learning
Newtonian dynamics across an extended design experi-
ment. We show how shifting from KiP to SaP as the
underlying theoretical anchor has enabled a shift from
designing games that focus on conceptual integration
(Clark and Martinez-Garza 2012) to games that focus on
disciplinary integration. Whereas conceptually integrated
games integrate the targeted conceptual relationships
directly into the mechanics of the core game environ-
ment, disciplinary integration extends conceptual inte-
gration by incorporating disciplinary practices as well as
conceptual relationships into the mechanics of inter-
acting with, manipulating, or navigating the core game
environment.Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly credited.
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conceptual integration
The Knowledge-in-Pieces perspective frames conceptual
change as a gradual process that relies on bootstrapping
ideas that students bring to the instructional setting
(diSessa 1988, 1993; Hammer 1996; Smith et al. 1993;
Amin 2009; Jeppsson et al. 2013). In this perspective,
human knowledge consists of many, loosely organized,
fragmented pieces of knowledge (Clark 2006; diSessa
1993; Hammer et al. 2005). In framing this perspective,
diSessa (1993) postulated that the building blocks of un-
derstanding are phenomenological primitives (p-prims).
P-prims are small knowledge elements whose origins
stem from repeated abstractions of familiar events. Cued
upon recognition of contextual features, p-prims are
used to construct intuitive understandings of the phy-
sical world. According to this perspective, naïve under-
standing is highly sensitive to context, with predictions
and explanations depending in subtle ways on the par-
ticular knowledge elements that are triggered in particu-
lar reasoning situations.
According to the Knowledge-in-Pieces perspective,
conceptual change involves a gradual development of
coherence that typically involves altering structured pri-
orities (diSessa 1993) of relevant knowledge elements.
Conceptual change, in this perspective, involves altering
the structured priorities of knowledge elements - i.e., al-
tering the likelihood that particular pieces of knowledge
will be activated upon recognition of specific contextual
cues. In this view, misconceptions cannot easily be ‘re-
moved and replaced’ because they are productive pieces
of knowledge that are valid in certain contexts. In order
to develop coherent understanding from pieces of know-
ledge, these naïve conceptions must be reorganized and
refined into more stable, expert-like knowledge struc-
tures (Clark 2006; diSessa 1993; diSessa et al. 2004). As
diSessa (1983) pointed out, physics learners tend to
make errors because they overgeneralize - i.e., they use
certain p-prims to make sense of situations in a manner
that leads to erroneous explanations of the underlying
physical mechanisms. Through instruction and ex-
perience, the student learns to activate different, more
productive p-prims when presented with the same situ-
ation. Over time, similar contexts cue the more pro-
ductive p-prims, thus modifying the structured priority
of p-prim activation and building a more expert-like
knowledge structure (diSessa et al. 2004).
From a KiP perspective, digital games can provide a
context to support students in refining their structured
priorities around targeted disciplinary relationships. An
example of a disciplinary relationship that a digital game
could target would be the shift from an emphasis on the
Force as Mover p-prim to the Force as Deflector p-prim
(diSessa 1988, 1993; White 1984). The Force as Moverp-prim assumes that a force causes motion in the direc-
tion of the force, ignoring the effect of previous motion
(diSessa 1988; 1993). diSessa (1983) explains that ‘the
most commonplace situation involving forces, pushing
on objects from rest, becomes abstracted as the highest
priority p-prim that one will use to predict motion in
general circumstances’ (diSessa 1983, p 30). diSessa also
pointed out that even experts likely use this p-prim to
explain situations such as this one. However, the dif-
ference between novice and expert use of this p-prim
is that the expert priority system ‘knows’ much better
when and when not to use that intuition (diSessa 1993,
p 130). diSessa argued that development of a more
expert understanding involves raising the priority of a
competing p-prim, Force as Deflector. Similar restruc-
turing of priorities is critical to understanding other
Newtonian relationships between force, mass, and ac-
celeration as well as the interaction of multiple objects
(diSessa 1993; diSessa et al. 2004). Designing games
around conceptual integration focuses on supporting
students in restructuring these cueing priorities through
experiences in the games. Such designs can be informed
by microgenetic analyses of student thinking and learn-
ing from a KiP perspective (and can leverage a long his-
tory of developing simulations and microworlds toward
these goals).
The science as practice perspective: games as
model-based learning
The Science as Practice (or SaP) perspective (Pickering
1995; Lehrer and Schauble 2006a; Duschl et al. 2007)
argues that the development of scientific concepts is
deeply intertwined with the development of epistemic
and representational practices (e.g., modeling). Modeling
is generally recognized as a, if not the, core disciplinary
practice in the development of scientific expertise (Giere
1988; Nersessian 2002; Lehrer and Schauble 2006b;
Duschl et al. 2007). Modeling involves the iterative
generation and refinement of inscriptions (Latour 1990;
Lehrer et al. 2000). As Latour (1990) originally explained,
inscriptions refer to marks on a medium, such as paper or
an electronic screen, and scientists design inscriptions in
order to represent salient aspect(s) of the phenomenon
under inquiry. Philosophers of science have pointed out
that the central activity of science is the generation and
testing of these models (Giere 1988; Hesse, 1974).
Models in science are explanatory in nature - i.e., they
provide mechanistic explanations of natural phenomena
(Giere 1988; Nersessian 2008; Lehrer and Schauble
2002). We can define models as fictive representations
of real things (e.g., planes, cars, or buildings) or of
systems (e.g., atomic structure, weather patterns, traffic
flow, ecosystems, or social systems) that are simpler
than the real objects and systems they represent but
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(Rapp and Sengupta 2012). Giere argues that scientific
explanations are constructed with models that have
been developed in the sciences: ‘Little can be learned …
about science that could not be learned more directly by
examining the nature of scientific models and how they
are developed’ (Giere 1988; p. 105).
Specifically in the domain of kinematics, which is the
focal domain of our own research, Hestenes (1993) ar-
gued that ‘modeling is the name of the game’ (p. 1) and
that ‘modeling is the main activity of scientists’ (p. 6).
Furthermore, Hestenes (1992) explains that modeling in
kinematics involves three practices: development of a
model; exploring the ramifications of the model in order
to investigate the complex interactions in the phenom-
ena; and deployment of the model in order to iteratively
match it to empirical phenomena and data. According to
Hestenes, the games of scientific explanation and predic-
tion are key facets of model deployment. ‘A physical
phenomenon can be explained by a theory only to the
extent that it can be modeled within the theory. Thus,
the model is the explanation! […] In a prediction game,
the model is usually more explicit, because it is needed
to generate some trend in simulated data’ (Hestenes
1992, p 736–737).
Science and math education researchers have shown
that engaging in modeling and progressively refining
one's representation of some aspect of the world (e.g., a
model or an inscription) can contribute to a deeper un-
derstanding of mathematical and scientific knowledge
and practices (Gravemeijer et al. 2000; Hall and Stevens
1995; Lehrer and Pritchard 2002; Lehrer and Schauble,
2002). Enyedy (2005) refers to this process as ‘progres-
sive symbolization’. Lehrer (2009) makes clear that,
while students need to see and handle models of abstract
concepts in order for meaningful conceptual change to
happen, the nature of the model is key. Not only do rep-
resentations capture essential dynamic features of the re-
lationships they describe but they also edit those
relationships, foregrounding some elements and obscur-
ing or omitting others (Lehrer and Schauble 2002; Lynch
1990). This ‘editing’ can potentially result in desirable as
well as undesirable consequences for learners in terms
of the structures and relationships recognized and inter-
preted by the learners as salient.
Can digital games as a medium support productive
modeling and progressive symbolization? Gee (2008) dis-
cusses two characteristics supporting an affirmative an-
swer: (1) games can enable the player to take on an
empathetic perspective and (2) games can engage stu-
dents using models and modeling as supports toward
mastering relevant content knowledge. These two char-
acteristics represent important meeting points between
games and science education. The first characteristic,empathetic perspective, refers to a point of view a
person can take in which they ‘think like’ the objects
that they are investigating. Gee (2008) pointed out that
taking the perspective of objects being investigated often
plays a crucial role in the development of scientific un-
derstanding. A well-known example of this perspective
in action can be found in Fox-Keller's biography of
Barbara McClintock, in which the Nobel-prize winner
describes how she achieved a major breakthrough in her
research by learning to think like the DNA molecules
that she was investigating (Fox-Keller 1983). Wilensky
and Reisman (2006) and Dickes and Sengupta (2013)
demonstrated that the ability to take on the perspective
of thinking like the individual elements in a complex
system can enable novice science learners to develop a
deep understanding of the system. Gee argues that well-
designed games accomplish exactly that
Video games, under the right circumstances, may well
be able to encourage (and actually help players to
enact) an ‘attitude’ or ‘stance’ similar to the one taken
by scientists studying complex systems. This stance
involves a sort of ‘embodied empathy for a complex
system’ wherein a person seeks to enter imaginatively
into a system, all the while seeing and thinking of it as
a system, rather than as a group of local or random
events. (Gee 2008, p 32).
Gee's second point pertains to the use of models and
modeling as key interactive elements in games. Gee
points out that ‘models and modeling allow specific as-
pects of experience to be interrogated and used for
problem solving in ways that lead from concreteness to
abstraction’ (Gee 2008, pp 30). However, as Gee (2008)
points out, the fact that a game deploys models does not
automatically imply that the game play will necessitate
modeling or the use of models. In some cases, for ex-
ample, models within games are used primarily to drive
and manage the context within which players themselves
act (e.g., World of Warcraft). Focusing on disciplinary in-
tegration is intended to move students beyond acting
within models to instead engage students in modeling as
a means of predicting, controlling, and reflecting on ac-
tions and events in the game environment.
Early focus on conceptual integration
We began our own work on digital games and science
learning with the goal of helping students integrate intui-
tive and formal understandings of Newtonian dynamics.
We initially conceptualized the design as integrating
(1) disciplinary representations and formal relationships of
Newtonian dynamics with (2) popular recreational game
mechanics from games such as Mario Galaxy and Switch-
ball that include marble motion. The first game we
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outer-space environment (Figure 1). Students use the
arrow keys to navigate a rocket-powered spaceship
(piloted by the ‘Surge’ avatar) around barriers and through
corridors in search of non-player characters in need of
rescue. Overlaid on the screen are different read-outs of
information for players, including their ship's current
speed, velocity vectors, the number of impulses used, the
number of collisions with the walls, and elapsed time on a
given game level. Players must minimize collisions, level
completion time, and number of impulses used in order
to earn a high score. Some levels also include a motion
map region, where students must maintain a constant
velocity, increase their speed, or decrease their speed in
order to continue onward.
SURGE Classic (and subsequent SURGE designs) are
‘conceptually integrated games’ for learning (Clark andFigure 1 Screenshots from an impulse level in SURGE. Students must g
rescue Fuzzies.Martinez-Garza 2012), as opposed to merely ‘conceptu-
ally embedded games’. This means that the science to be
learned is integrated directly into the mechanics as the
central focus of navigating or manipulating the game
world, rather than being embedded as an activity to be
visited at some location in the game environment (i.e.,
isolated from the process of navigating or manipulating
the overall game word and confined to challenges ex-
perienced at particular moments in time and/or special
locations in the game world). The latter structure is
typical of many virtual worlds designed for science lear-
ning. Note that both conceptually integrated and con-
ceptually embedded games can represent intrinsic, as
opposed to extrinsic, game design (c.f., Habgood and
Ainsworth 2011). As an example, the intrinsic version of
Habgood and Ainsworth's Zombie Division game is con-
ceptually embedded rather than conceptually integrateduide Surge in her spherical spaceship through maze-like prisons to
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trinsic in the game, it is embedded rather than inte-
grated into the fabric of navigating the world.
Conceptual integration required a two-pronged design
approach: (1) designing levels around popular game-play
mechanics from appropriate game genres, while also
(2) designing challenges that directly explore, rather than
merely contain, targeted physics relationships. Along the
first dimension, SURGE Classic adopted core ideas from
recreational game design conventions including (a) sup-
porting engagement and approachable entry (Koster 2004;
Squire 2011), (b) situating the player with a principled
stance and perspective (McGonigal 2011), (c) providing
context and identification for the player with a role and
narrative (Gee 2007a; Pelletier 2008), (d) monitoring and
providing actionable feedback for the player (Annetta
et al. 2009; Garris et al. 2002; Munz et al. 2007), and (e)
using pacing and gatekeeping to guide the player through
cycles of performance (Squire 2006).
Along the second dimension, SURGE Classic game
levels were designed to require students to apply and
coordinate many principles related to Newtonian dyna-
mics to complete levels (e.g., impulse, inertia, vector
addition, elasticity of collisions, gravity, velocity, acceler-
ation, free-fall, mass, force, and projectile motion). Phy-
sics ideas and terminology were built into pre-level and
post-level story and feedback screens and within the
levels of the game itself. The levels were designed so that
physics concepts built upon one another and gradually
introduced the student to new ideas and ways of inter-
acting with the game world. For example, a student
would first navigate through an orthogonal maze (which
students could solve by using impulses to bring Surge to
a stop in one direction before initiating movement in
the perpendicular direction) before having to pass
through mazes with diagonal corridors (requiring stu-
dents to achieve states of motion that have non-zero vel-
ocities in both coordinate dimensions at once). Each
level highlighted one or two topics, and levels allowed
students to connect the concepts together and to see the
relationships among the topics.
Throughout the levels, we attempted to minimize frus-
tration for novice players. We learned, however, that
protecting students from failure must not outweigh re-
quiring mastery for progress. Clark et al. (2011) ela-
borate on these SURGE Classic design approaches in
greater detail, but the descriptions here are sufficient to
ground our discussion of the implications of lessons
learned from SURGE Classic for subsequent phases of
our game design, as well as for games for science lear-
ning more generally.
Students playing versions of SURGE Classic demon-
strated high engagement and modest but statistically sig-
nificant learning gains on items based on the ForceConcept Inventory (FCI), which is a widely known
benchmark assessment for conceptual understanding of
Newtonian dynamics at the undergraduate level (Hestenes
and Halloun 1995; Hestenes et al. 1992). A study with sev-
enth and eighth grade students in Taiwan and the United
States (Clark et al. 2011) showed significant pre-post gains
with modest effect sizes. Furthermore, students of both
genders in both counties liked playing the game. Similar
findings were obtained in four further studies conducted
with US undergraduate physics students (D’Angelo et al.
2010), US Title I sixth grade students, and US un-
dergraduate educational psychology students (Slack et al.
2010, 2011). Students' gains and increased mastery, how-
ever, focused on intuitive understanding (which is what
the FCI largely measures) rather than competence with
formal terminology or notations. Essentially, players could
more accurately predict the results of various actions, im-
pulses, and interactions (which improves performance in
the game and on FCI questions), but players were not
being supported in explicitly articulating the intuitive rela-
tionships in terms of formal disciplinary representations
and concepts.
Toward modeling and science as practice:
prediction, reflection, and articulation
Building on the findings from SURGE Classic, we began
to explore ways to incentivize prediction and explanation
to enhance conceptual integration in our next two game
platforms, SURGE Next and Fuzzy Chronicles. A growing
body of research and scholarship on games and cognition
emphasizes informal cycles of prediction, explanation, and
refinement at the core of game-play processes (Games-to-
Teach Team 2003; Salen and Zimmerman 2004, Wright
2006). Research in science education has demonstrated
that prediction and explanation can scaffold students in
reflecting more consciously and deliberately about the
underlying physics models (e.g., Scott et al. 1992). Predic-
tion and explanation can also promote metacognition,
learning, and reflection (e.g., Champagne et al. 1982) as
well as conceptual change (Tao and Gunstone, 1999;
Kearney 2004). We have found, however, that design prin-
ciples from research on learning often require adaptation
for the digital game medium in a manner that is synergis-
tic with, rather than disruptive to, the conventions and
affordances of the medium.
Integrating prediction into game play
As in SURGE Classic, players in SURGE Next and Fuzzy
Chronicles navigate their avatar through the play area to
rescue game characters and deliver them to safe loca-
tions while avoiding obstacles and enemies. We changed
the mechanisms of navigation, however, to emphasize
prediction/anticipation rather than reaction. SURGE Classic
employed a real-time reactive navigation structure where
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tion of an impulse or constant thrust in the direction of
the arrow key and (b) motion in a desired direction often
required continual split-second adjustments. In contrast,
SURGE Next and Fuzzy Chronicles explored approaches
to incentivize prediction by (a) creating challenges that re-
quired players to make fewer but higher impact decisions
and (b) requiring players to spatially place all of these
commands in advance. First, we reduced the total number
of commands players initiate in a given level (thereby in-
creasing the salience and impact of each individual com-
mand) to encourage players to think more carefully about
the outcomes and implications of each action. Addition-
ally, we required players to pre-place their solution rather
than enact it in real time. Thus, in order to move along a
particular path, the learner creates a predictive model ofFigure 2 Simple example Fuzzy Chronicles level (top) and simple SURthe trajectory by placing impulses along the target path
(Figure 2). The learner then deploys his or her model by
‘launching’ the level to ‘run’ the plan. Players watch their
plans unfold and then revise them accordingly.
Microgenetic outcomes and implications
In order to investigate the students' sense-of-mechanism
(diSessa 1993) of the underlying physics, we conducted
a microgenetic study in a ninth grade classroom in a
Mid-Southern US public school with an early version of
SURGE Next (Krinks et al. 2013; Sengupta, Krinks, and
Clark: Conceptual Change in Physics through Use of
Digital Games, revised and resubmitted). The data took
the form of semi-structured clinical interviews that were
conducted with each student upon successful completion
of each level. We observed one particular conceptualGE Next level and solution (bottom).
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dents and manifested itself in many ways throughout all
of the students' game play.
As mentioned in our overview of KiP, shifting to cor-
rectly prioritizing the Force as Deflector p-prim is key to
understanding formal Newtonian relationships underlying
Newton's first law. diSessa explained the schematization
of the Force as Deflector p-prim as follows: ‘A force (e.g.,
shove) may act in concert with prior motion (momentum)
to produce a compromise result, directionally between the
two’ (diSessa 1993, pp 218). From the perspective of ca-
nonical physics, while Force as Mover neglects the role of
the momentum of an object, Force as Deflector takes that
into consideration. Therefore, the latter enables us to
correctly predict and explain situations in which applica-
tion of two impulses on an object along two different
directions may result in motion of the object along a
‘compromise’ direction.
In our study, the Force as Mover p-prim was initially
the preferred resource among all students. Through the
conceptually integrated nature of game play, however,
students realized that their intuitive physics ideas did
not hold true in all situations. If they wanted to suc-
cessfully solve the levels, students were compelled to
consider properties of forces that they may never have
consciously considered. Each level in the game acted as
a sandbox in which students could easily model and test
their intuitive ideas about the relationships between
force and motion and receive immediate feedback as to
the appropriateness of those ideas. In this learning en-
vironment, we saw students discover that certain ideas
were productive in certain situations, thus activating re-
sources in a new situation and reorganizing knowledge
elements into a more cohesive framework. These newly
cued ideas were the intuitive foundations of Newton's
first law, such as the notion that an object will continue
to move in its original direction until another force acts
on it.
During the initial levels, we observed that students
tenaciously used the Force as Mover p-prim, even after
it had proven unsuccessful in producing the target out-
comes in similar situations in the immediately preceding
levels. To be clear, Force as Mover is not a ‘wrong’ re-
source that students should never use. On the contrary,
it can correctly explain commonplace situations in every-
day life, as pointed out earlier. But it does not always work
well as an explanatory resource in more complex situa-
tions that involve the combinations of forces along differ-
ent directions. Levels in SURGE Next deliberately expose
students to situations where Force as Mover is not pro-
ductive, enabling students to iteratively revise and refine
their reasoning through re-designing, re-deploying, and
re-assessing their solutions. The nature of the solution
process itself - i.e., the placement of impulses along thepredicted path of Surge - made explicit students' under-
lying assumptions, and the ability to verify, revise, and re-
fine their solutions offered them opportunities to reflect
and consider other conceptual resources. Gradually, new
resources such as Force as Deflector emerged and in-
creased in cueing priority, but only after repeated attempts
and failures to make the primary resource of Force as
Mover work. Similar to Gee's argument, we found that
modeling Surge's motion through the placement of im-
pulses along their predicted paths allowed specific aspects
of the players' interpreted experience to be interrogated
and used for problem solving in ways that led from con-
creteness to abstraction.
Eventually, these resources were cued with a higher
priority than Force as Mover, as students became more
adept at recognizing scenarios in which these resources
were appropriate. Students' intuitive thinking in SURGE
Next evolved, showing productive growth toward expert-
like reasoning during game play. Thus this work high-
lights conceptual change as a process of refining cueing
priorities and conditions rather than conceptual replace-
ment. Furthermore, this work demonstrates the import-
ance of students' conscious awareness of the outcomes
from individual navigation decisions for the conceptual
change process.
Teacher thinking with SURGE: a case study
Around the same time as the microgenetic study, we
conducted a case study of a teacher and his students
using an early version of Fuzzy Chronicles (Van Eaton
et al. 2013). The study explored how the teacher and
students interacted with the representations in a version
of Fuzzy Chronicles that included a timeline structure
for placing navigation commands. The goal was to
understand how the representations affected the tea-
cher's and students' epistemologies of force. We had
hoped that the teacher's and students' understanding of
force and motion would become more nuanced and that
they would connect their intuitive understanding of
physics with formal, canonical understanding of New-
ton's laws. The study highlighted improvements in the
teacher's and students' ability to make phenomenological
predictions about what would happen next given a con-
figuration of impulses and their ability to manipulate the
representations in the game to successfully complete
levels, but it also highlighted how the teacher and stu-
dents ascribed subjective properties to the representa-
tions of forces in the game to reconcile phenomena and
relationships in the game with their own intuitive under-
standing of Newton's laws.
The teacher's and students' thinking paralleled Aristo-
telian notions of force being ‘used up’ or ‘spread out’
over distance. Thus distance was foregrounded in stu-
dent or teacher's intuitive thinking about force (i.e., force
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ject to travel at a specific velocity for a set time). The
teacher and students reinterpreted structural features of
the representations in the game to support these un-
derstandings and subsequently used these structural fea-
tures to reconcile their intuitive understandings when
discussing the game in terms of formal Newtonian defi-
nitions of relationships. In these discussions, the teacher
and student were able to ‘bend’ formal statements of
Newton's three laws in terms of the representations in
the game to warrant their intuitive thinking in non-
normative ways, such as interpreting forces applied
against the direction of motion in terms of the wording
Newton's third law.
We interpreted the case study findings as interactions
between the representational nature of the game and the
abstract concepts the game was intended to demonstrate
(Van Eaton et al. 2013). As discussed earlier, Lehrer
(2009) makes clear that students need to see and handle
models of abstract concepts in order for meaningful
conceptual change to happen; but the nature of the
model is also key. Not only do representations capture
essential dynamic features of the relationships they de-
scribe, but they also edit those relationships, foregroun-
ding some elements and obscuring or omitting others
(Lehrer and Schauble 2002; Lynch 1990), potentially
both in desirable and undesirable ways. The representa-
tions we had designed in Fuzzy Chronicles scaffolded
and refined the teacher and students' intuitive under-
standing of the relationships but are not sufficient to
support a fundamental reinterpretation that the teacher
and student could reconcile with normative interpreta-
tions of the relationships. Instead, the teacher and student
reinterpreted structural features of the representation in
ways to support their pre-existing non-normative inter-
pretations. This case study thus explored the affordances
of the representations and model they inscribed as well as
the challenges of focusing teachers and students on the
salient aspects of representations to support conceptual
change. In other words, the case study highlights the
intertwined relationship between focusing on representa-
tions, and the conceptual resources that are at play when
teachers and students interact with the game.
Experimental outcomes and implications
In addition to the implications outlined above, our pilot
studies with early versions of SURGE Next suggested that
our approach to emphasizing prediction/anticipation ra-
ther than reaction was an improvement over our efforts in
SURGE Classic. At the same time, however, these pilot
studies showed how situation-dependent interaction de-
sign can be. Our intention was to incentivize predictive ra-
ther than reactive play. One key aspect of our approach
involved requiring students to ‘pre-place’ the motion planof their attempted solution, laying out impulses in space
as opposed to enacting these impulses in real time. The
other key aspect of our approach involved reducing the
total number of navigational decisions/actions involved
within individual game levels to increase the salience and
consequence of each decision.
To explore the affordances of the first aspect of our
design plan, we created two versions of SURGE Next,
one requiring the player to pre-place navigational con-
trols and the other requiring her to enact Surge's motion
in real time. In line with the second aspect of our design
plan, game levels in both the real-time and the pre-
placed versions focused on applying a small number of
impulses of the rather than the large number of rapid
actions required by SURGE Classic. To our surprise,
quantitative pilot studies comparing the two versions of
SURGE Next showed that both approaches had advan-
tages (Clark et al. 2013), suggesting that the critical
benefit for both derives from focusing game-play on
fewer more consequential decisions so that players an-
ticipate and think carefully about decisions and actions
(i.e., engage in prediction). The pre-placed approach en-
couraged extended prediction of a full level solution but
allowed continual revision of the plan, while the real-
time version allowed for planning but also incentivized
careful attention and provided immediate feedback as an
outcome for each choice.
Thus, both approaches supported prediction/anticipation
in different ways. Interestingly, attentional cognitive covari-
ates (Rueda et al. 2004) for individual students correlated
with learning gains differentially across approaches in these
studies (Clark et al. 2013). This has motivated an ongoing
line of research in our project to better understand how
cognitive and motivational factors of players interact with
different approaches to structuring navigation to support
prediction, reflection, and learning (e.g., Killingsworth,
Adams, and Clark: Cognitive and Motivational Influences
on Learning and Play in a Physics Game, submitted). We
hope through this research to develop approaches to
adapt navigation structures for students based on their
profiles and game-play logs. In terms of the current manu-
script, however, the findings from this research on SURGE
Next underscore (1) the importance of incentivizing pre-
diction/anticipation and (2) the emphasis of learning gains
on intuitive understanding.
Research on Fuzzy Chronicles has simultaneously com-
pared (1) pre-placed approaches that engage students in
placing actions spatially on the level map with (2) pre-
placed approaches where students pre-place actions in a
timeline to emphasize the temporal relationships of mo-
tion rather than the positional relationships (Figure 3). As
with the comparisons in SURGE Next, we are finding that
different structures emphasize different affordances and
cognitive demands by highlighting different relationships
Figure 3 Simple Fuzzy Chronicles level with timeline placement of impulses to emphasize temporal relationships.
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design challenges involve balancing these affordances and
demands in a manner that allows students to focus on the
core Newtonian relationships in a predictive, anticipatory,
and conscious manner. The findings with Fuzzy Chroni-
cles also parallel the findings from SURGE Next in their
emphasis on the value of puzzle-like challenges with
smaller numbers of high-salience decisions to support
conceptually integrated designs and learning goals.
Self-explanation to scaffold articulation
To complement our increased emphasis on prediction in
Fuzzy Chronicles and SURGE Next, we also began re-
searching explanation functionality to scaffold students'
articulation of the relationships they are exploring. Few
games provide coherent structures for externalizing and
reflecting on game play; more often, such articulation
and reflection generally occur outside the game, throughdiscussion among players or participation in online for-
ums (Gee 2007b; Squire 2005; Steinkuehler and Duncan
2008). We are now working to develop supports for this
articulation and reflection by encouraging explanation in
the dialog between the players and computer characters.
Research on self-explanation by Chi and others provides
insight into the value of explanation for learning (e.g., Chi
et al. 1989; Roy and Chi 2005; Chi and VanLehn 1991).
Encouragingly, research by Bielaczyc et al. (1995) shows
that instruction that stresses generating explanations
improves performance even after the prompts that drive
the explanations are discontinued. Mayer and Johnson
(2010) conducted preliminary work in embedding self-
explanation in a game-like environment with encouraging
results, including gains on transfer tasks. This emphasis
on explanation is mirrored in research on science educa-
tion. Work by White and Frederiksen (1998, 2000), for
example, demonstrates the value of asking students to
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simulations.
Interestingly, while many aspects of recreational game
design are currently very sophisticated compared to
most educational software, dialog in recreational games
tends to involve relatively simple ‘multiple-choice’ dialog
trees that are not difficult to create. Educational games
can thus easily leverage this general approach and even
improve upon it. After a player has completed a set of
missions in Fuzzy Chronicles, a computer-controlled
character in the game contacts the player and asks for
help. The subsequent dialog prompts a player to select
explanations to answer the computer character by
explaining how the player's solution relates to more
formal articulations of the relationships. Our goal is to
present these invitations for dialog as puzzles that are
engaging in their own right (Clark and Martinez-Garza
2012; Clark et al. 2012).
Adams and Clark (2014) conducted an experiment with
an early prototype of the explanation functionality in
Fuzzy Chronicles (Figure 4). The experiment compared
three conditions. Students in the ‘questions’ version of the
game chose explanations for key phenomena at specific
moments in game play - before testing their solutions,
after an incorrect solution, and upon successfully comple-
ting a stage (e.g., when asked why they needed to apply an
impulse at the beginning of a level, students needed to
choose ‘according to Newton's first law the ship will not
move unless an unbalanced force acts upon it’). Students
in the ‘tips’ condition, by comparison, would receive a tip
(i.e., be provided an explanation) at corresponding mo-
ments in play - when they started an attempt, after an un-
successful attempt, and after completing the level. Finally,
students in the control condition received feedback only
about whether they succeeded on the level or not.Figure 4 Early explanation functionality in Fuzzy Chronicles.This first study taught us a great deal about the struc-
ture, timing, and placement of explanation functionality
to manage cognitive load, engagement findings that have
informed subsequent approaches. One take-home lesson
involved managing the complexity of the dialogic inter-
actions in the context of the game experience's overall
complexity. In some prototype situations, adding the
explanation questions increased the complexity of an
already complex task, disrupting students' experience of
flow (Csikszentmihalyi 1991; Kiili 2005). A challenge
when designing games for learning is to balance flow
with moments of conscious reflection for learning (Kiili
and Lainema 2008; Mayer and Johnson 2010). Another
take-home lesson involved the timing of the dialog
episodes. In some instances, the explanation episodes
worked against aspects of students' game play that
served to ‘segment’ a level into smaller chunks to man-
age cognitive demands (c.f. Mayer 2009). Segmenting a
level is useful metacognitive or ‘epistemic action’ (Kirsh
and Maglio 1994) that facilitates cognition in challenging
settings. We realized that future designs needed to
balance complexity while still providing opportunities
for students to articulate the relationships they are
exploring.
These take-home lessons underscored the challenges
in reengineering and applying the findings of research
from one learning context to another, particularly to
contexts as rich as digital games. We reengineered the
dialog functionality based on these lessons (Figure 5)
and are currently collecting data with the new design.
The preliminary analyses suggest that these changes are
substantial improvements and can scaffold students
successfully in reflecting on their actions and improving
learning gains (Clark et al. 2012). A repeated-measures
ANOVA revealed that the full explanation condition
Figure 5 Revised explanation functionality in Fuzzy Chronicles.
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tions. Interestingly, although the full explanation condi-
tion required students to provide more answers and
thus should have required more time, students in that
condition actually completed slightly more levels in the
game. This suggests that the full explanation conditions
not only supported higher pre-post gains but also sup-
ported more efficient progress on the other parts of the
game. We are currently conducting data-mining analyses
of the data to explore these differences to better under-
stand the mechanisms of learning supported through the
full explanation condition.
Our results from this latest study have convinced us of
the potential value of engaging students in the practices
of explanation and articulation to enhance their under-
standing of the underlying relationships they are model-
ing in the game. We continue to refine and revise our
design principles based on observations and data from
the field clarifying synergistic approaches for integrating
explanation and reflection into game play, as we will ex-
pand upon in a later section of this paper.
Toward disciplinary integration: integrating
graphing with prediction and explanation
Through our work with integrating prediction and ex-
planation into our designs, we have come to understand
that conceptually integrated games need to create condi-
tions for mathematizing situations and phenomena using
domain-appropriate and task-appropriate symbolic rep-
resentations. In this way, it is possible to engage students
in modeling through game play. We developed this
hypothesis in response to recurring patterns in findings
across our studies. Nearly all students were able to de-
velop productive intuitions about the underlying physicalphenomena within the game as evident from the pre-post
gains across studies, the microgenetic analysis (Krinks
et al. 2013, Sengupta, Krinks, and Clark: Conceptual
Change in Physics through Use of Digital Games, revised
and resubmitted), the teacher case study (Van Eaton et al.
2013), and data mining analysis of log data from students'
game play (Kinnebrew et al., in review). Students were
generally not demonstrating strong abilities to connect
that intuitive understanding across comparatively more
formal, canonical representations of motion.
In order to address this issue, we set out to create
additional opportunities in which students would engage
in symbolizing salient aspects of motion phenomena and
the underlying Newtonian dynamics. This symbolizing
work was deeply integrated with the game experience so
as to augment the effects of intuitive exploration and
understandings achieved with prior designs. Our premise
was that, as students progressed in our game, they
should be able to design and utilize progressively more
complex inscriptions of the kinematic phenomena they
were exploring in the levels.
Designing these mathematical representations corre-
sponds to model development, while utilizing them in
order to accomplish a certain objective corresponds to
model deployment, leading in turn to refinement of the
model. Progressively increasing complexity involves
generating and comparing multiple symbolic represen-
tations of the same phenomenon (e.g., dot traces and
graphs of different types), as well as generating inscrip-
tions of progressively more complex phenomena (e.g.,
situations involving constant speed, constant acceler-
ation, and varying acceleration). We call this evolution
of complexity progressive symbolization, appropriating
Enyedy's (2005) use of the term. We envision progressive
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ported through game play, by designing levels that pro-
gressively add symbolic depth and representational
complexity to relevant game elements.
In our work, progressive symbolization within the
game designs has proven valuable in several ways. First,
the need for symbolization can be created within the
narrative of the game; this enabled us to foster a deep
engagement of the learners with the practice of model-
ing. Second, the symbolic representations generated by
learners can be analogous to canonical representations
that they will encounter in other contexts. This adds
authenticity to learners' modeling work. Third, students
have a meaningful experience of the relationship bet-
ween work with representations on the one hand, and
the development of knowledge and insights on the other
hand - a recognition of the generative, constructive na-
ture of working through representations to gain mastery
of concepts and relationships. Fourth, students develop a
deeper understanding of the underlying concepts and
mathematical relationships. As argued earlier, this is also
in tune with science and math education researchers'
findings that engaging in modeling and progressively re-
fining one's representation of some aspect of the world
(e.g., a model or an inscription) can contribute to a
deeper understanding of mathematical and scientific
knowledge and practices (Gravemeijer et al. 2000; Hall
and Stevens 1995; Lehrer and Pritchard 2002; Lehrer
and Schauble, 2002).
To test these ideas, we extended SURGE Next to
create SURGE NextG. SURGE NextG includes a gra-
phing environment that enables real-time construction
of mathematical representations based on periodic sam-
pling of measures of Surge's motion (see Figure 6a,b,c).
Students engage in modeling by generating, navigating
between, interpreting, and reflecting upon both spatial
records representing position in time (e.g., dot traces)
and graphical representations of changes in features of
motion over time (e.g., graphs).
Our goal with the design of Surge NextG was to further
deepen the nature of students' modeling experiences by
creating opportunities for students to engage in generating
and reasoning about relations between multiple genres of
inscriptions (e.g., dot traces and graphs of different fea-
tures of motion, such as speed, displacement, and acceler-
ation). This approach builds on a long history of having
students match motion with graphs, control motion with
graphs, or create graphs through motion with motion sen-
sors. Some of the most detailed work to date in this area
was conducted as part of the SimCalc projects, beginning
with MathCars (Kaput 1994) and later MathWorlds
(Rochelle and Kaput 1996; Hegedus and Roschelle 2013).
In SURGE NextG, students can generate multiple bar
graphs, including an ‘odometer’ graph that shows totaldisplacement as a function of time, graphs of signed
x- and y-component displacements, and a ‘speedometer’
graph that shows total velocity as a function of time, and
graphs of signed x- and y-component velocities. Each
bar in the graph corresponds to a periodic measurement
of distance traveled by Surge within successive time in-
tervals - i.e., like the dot trace, each bar is the record of
an instant, with the aggregate graphical representation
emerging over time. Unlike with the dot trace, however,
in the graphing environment, students can determine
the frequency of measurements, either synchronizing
them with the dot trace or making them more or less
frequent. They can also alter several other features of
the graph through provided controls. Finally, students
can rewind and replay the completed level in order to
examine temporal relationships between the graph and
game motion more closely.
Incorporating graphing as a necessary interaction
between the learner and the game (and thus shifting
from conceptual integration toward disciplinary integra-
tion) has had additional implications and affordances for
activity design. In particular, it has opened up oppor-
tunities for using graphical representations of plans, in-
tentions, and predictions as mediators to connect virtual
actions in the game with situations of physical motion in
the real world. For example, in SURGE NextG, the stu-
dents were asked to guide a ship through a nebula that
was interfering with communication. Students watched a
video of a ball first rolling down a ramp, then rolling up
another ramp to reach its maximum height. Students
were told this was a clue about how to guide the ship
and asked to design a game level so that the ship's mo-
tion matched the motion of the rolling ball. Students
were prompted to create and use graphs of the ship's
motion when designing their level. Students were asked
to draw a sketch of their solution and to explain how
their design matched the video of the ball rolling on the
ramp. Following the initial design, students were given
‘updated information’ from the captain in the form of a
speed-time graph that the ship needed to generate and
asked to redesign their solutions. Again, students were
asked to sketch and to explain their designs.
We conducted a study with this version of SURGE
NextG with four sections of seventh grade students taught
by the same teacher (Sengupta et al. 2014; Learning Physics
through Representational Translation in Video Games, in
preparation). The study led to interesting results that
highlight the benefit of symbolization as a gaming action.
Each section was assigned to one of two graphing condi-
tions (grapher vs. no grapher) and one of two collabor-
ation conditions (collaborative vs. non-collaborative). We
found that students in the grapher sections showed sig-
nificantly greater pre-post test gains on key Newtonian re-
lationships. Furthermore, the grapher students who
Figure 6 SURGE NextG. (a) A level depicting one-dimensional motion of Surge in SURGE NextG. (b) The displacement graph that accompanies
the one-dimensional motion in SURGE NextG. (c) The corresponding velocity graph for that same motion in SURGE NextG.
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about the meaning of the relationships in the graph) ra-
ther than experientially (e.g., in terms of the shape of the
graph) showed the highest gains of all.
These findings highlight the importance of progressive
symbolization for developing deeper understandings of
Newtonian relationships within the game. As students
progressed through the levels of SURGE NextG, the
game became a modeling tool for iteratively developing
formal representations (graphs of motion) and connect-
ing these representations to situations of motion in the
real world. In the earlier levels, the game play was
designed to familiarize students with the core com-
putational representation of motion - dot traces - by
engaging them in designing predictive trajectories of
SURGE. In later levels, students iteratively designed inscrip-
tions in SURGE NextG in order to further mathematize
the dot-trace representations and use these two represen-
tations to model an example of constant acceleration in
the real world. In doing so, students developed explana-
tions (models) of motion, made predictions, and deployed
their models to verify and further improve on them - and
in the process, developed a deep understanding of
conceptual relationships in kinematics. This relationship
between meaningful symbolization and the developmentFigure 7 SURGE symbolic.of conceptual understanding is central to disciplinary
integration.
Deeper into disciplinary integration
We are currently developing a new game, SURGE Sym-
bolic (Clark et al. 2014b), that carries the principles of dis-
ciplinary integration further, deepening the symbolization
experiences of players while still attempting to stay true to
the roots and conventions of recreational games (Figure 7).
Specifically, SURGE Symbolic centers game play in ma-
nipulating and navigating across formal representations
while simultaneously engaging players in dialog with com-
puter characters to articulate the relationships inscribed
within and across those representations.
Progressive symbolization
SURGE Symbolic engages students in a process of pro-
gressive symbolization with an emphasis on iteratively
developing representational fluency and conceptual un-
derstanding. Play begins in the informal space without
access to the Cartesian graphs. Initially, players only
have the dot-trace representation and vector arrows for
force and velocity. Cartesian representations of position,
velocity, and force are gradually introduced to provide
the player with tools to exert greater levels of control
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Moreover, increasing focus is placed on coordination
across multiple graphs. Thus play shifts from the infor-
mal space deeper and deeper into representational space.
Successful game play depends on developing the ability
to place multiple relationships in conversation with one
another - gleaning the information that each can provide
and understanding each as an important but partial per-
spective on the activity of the game.
Centering game play in the formal
representations
Whereas earlier versions of SURGE focused more on layer-
ing formal representations over informal representations,
SURGE Symbolic inverts this order, layering informal rep-
resentations over formal representations while organizing
game play explicitly around navigating and coordinating
across representations. This provides multiple advantages
compared to previous versions of SURGE. While earlier
versions supported reflection on the results of game play
through formal representations as a means to support
strategy refinement (particularly in SURGE NextG), the for-
mal representations were not the medium through which
players planned, implemented, and manipulated their
game strategies. In SURGE Symbolic, the Cartesian graphs
of position, velocity, acceleration, force, and mass are
where the puzzles are presented to players, where players
plan and implement their actions and where players reflect
on the outcomes of their plans. The informal space (which
displays the Surge avatar and its physical surroundings)
augments the formal representations, but the Cartesian
graphs are the hub of all planning, action, and reflection.
The graphs are the way that the player communicates with
the game (i.e., controls the game) and the way that the
game communicates the goals, challenges, events, and out-
comes to the player. This is the opposite relationship from
earlier versions of SURGE, where the informal space pro-
vided the hub of activity, while the formal spaces aug-
mented reflection. Thus the Cartesian graphs now provide
the language of control and planning as well as the lan-
guage of description and reflection.
The emphasis on the Cartesian graphs also provides
another key advantage. The navigation structures in
earlier versions of SURGE preferentially foregrounded
position, time, or motion. SURGE Symbolic emphasizes
the relationships among all three by utilizing the formal
Cartesian graphs as the navigation inscription. This
focus on the unifying relationships and links between
Cartesian graphs provides a more powerful foundation
for exploring key Newtonian ideas, which themselves
focus on these relationships.
Our approach extends prior work in using graphs as
communications and control structures with ‘representa-
tional expressivity,’ (Hegedus and Moreno-Armella 2009)in two critical ways. First, concerning graph-bound repre-
sentations as communication structures, our approach
uses the Cartesian graphs for strategizing and acting, in
which critical information about upcoming challenges is
communicated to the player through the ‘language’ of the
Cartesian graphs themselves. The position graph, for ex-
ample, can present information about the specific regions
of the game-world that will be affected by dangerous elec-
trical storms at given times, as well as about locations
where rewards or allies will appear to rendezvous with
Surge. The velocity and acceleration graphs likewise indi-
cate constraints on game-play, such as maximum or mini-
mum speeds and maximum accelerations that must be
observed by Surge or non-player characters during spe-
cific time periods, each of which can be tied to narrative
elements in game scenarios. Thus again, while positive
and negative events also unfold in the informal repre-
sentations of the game, the hub of all prediction, action,
and reflection about these events is integrated into the
Cartesian graphs. As a result of this design approach, the
Cartesian space emerges as a set of scientific instruments
for the player, in the sense of providing access to data
about the game world that are not available through other
means. At the same time, the Cartesian graphs also play
the role of an instrument panel or mission planner, offer-
ing fine-grained control over the movement of the Surge
spacecraft.
Flexible dialog system to scaffold reflection and
articulation
A key aspect of disciplinary integration focuses on sup-
porting reflection and articulation about the progressive
symbolization in which the player is engaging. Toward
this end, players in SURGE Symbolic will engage in con-
versational exchanges with non-player characters, with
the goal of supporting players in externalizing and ar-
ticulating elements of their strategies. Thus, progress in
coordinating representations and seeing representations
as being in ‘conversation’ with one another is fostered
and documented through dialog exchanges between
players and non-player characters.
Toward this end, we have developed an adaptive
branching structure for the dialog. At the most basic
level, this allows students' choices in one frame of the
dialog to change what the student encounters in the
next frame of the dialog (Figure 8). This is standard
functionality in games. What is more novel is that we
can also integrate game levels into frames of the dialog
so that students can (or even sometimes need to) work
on navigation challenges as part of their response in a
dialog frame. Furthermore, the response options pro-
vided to a student in a dialog frame can adapt depending
on the student's actions in the navigation portion of that
dialog frame.
Figure 8 SURGE symbolic with integrated dialog.
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hope that providing more fluid and targeted responses
to players' dialog choices will make the interaction feel
more natural and engaging to players, thus increasing
engagement and flow within the game.
Second, the new system allows us to develop adaptive
scaffolding by adjusting students' experiences based on
what they do in the game. If they struggle with a given
challenge, they can be routed to additional experiences
to make sense of that challenge. If they demonstrate
mastery, their route can be expedited to more challen-
ging encounters. If they make a dialog choice suggesting
a misconception, the dialog can follow up with further
dialog and exploration of those ideas. This functionality
will allow us to build on our work with a hybrid p-prim/
facet framework of student ideas (diSessa 1993; Krinks
et al. 2013, Minstrell 2001; Sengupta, Krinks, and Clark:
Conceptual Change in Physics through Use of Digital
Games, revised and resubmitted) that can manifest
within game play as a means of tracking students' pro-
gress and adjusting their experiences.
Third, the dialog system will allow us to more seam-
lessly integrate experiences from outside of the game
into the game to support progressive symbolization.
Similar to SURGE NextG, players will use SURGE Sym-
bolic to develop models of examples of motion in the
real world, in later levels in game play. In addition to
supporting progressive symbolization, this will support
preparation for future learning (Bransford and Schwartz1999; Schwartz and Arena 2013), as it will allow stu-
dents to connect the physics represented in the game
with scenarios involving motion in the real world.
Generalizing disciplinary integration beyond
Newtonian dynamics
Can disciplinary integration can be abstracted and gener-
alized beyond Newtonian dynamics to other core topics?
We argue that it can. A powerful framework for genera-
lizing disciplinary integration is provided by Allan Collins
and colleagues in their analyses of ‘epistemic forms’ and
‘epistemic games’ (Collins 2011; Collins, personal com-
munication, June, 30, 2014; Collins and Ferguson 1993;
Morrison and Collins 1995). More specifically, Collins and
colleagues argue that the professional work of scientists
can be understood in terms of epistemic forms (model
types that are the target structures guiding scientific
inquiry) and epistemic games (modeling strategies that are
the sets of rules and strategies for creating, manipulating,
and refining those model types). Collins and colleagues
are considering shifting their terminology from ‘epistemic
forms and epistemic games’ to ‘model types and modeling
strategies’ to increase clarity of intent to a broader audi-
ence (Collins, personal communication, June 30, 2014),
but we will use the original terminology of ‘epistemic
forms’ and ‘epistemic games’ here to disambiguate from
our own use of the terms models and modeling. Collins
and colleagues new terminology of ‘model types and mod-
eling strategies,’ however, underscores the tight fit with
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modeling.
Collins and Ferguson (1993) argue that the advantages
of focusing on models and modeling strategies as curricu-
lar goals are that they allow educators to move beyond a
primary emphasis on ‘teaching facts, concepts, and prob-
lem solving methods, along with particular theories and
models’ (Collins and Ferguson, 1993; p. 26), to ‘some of
the more important forms and games’ to guide students'
inquiries (p. 26). While Collins and Ferguson did not write
with the intention of informing the design of actual digital
games (they used the term ‘game’ as a metaphor), disci-
plinarily integrated games can be framed as building on
the ideas of Collins and colleagues by structuring digital
game play around epistemic games of designing and ma-
nipulating formal disciplinary representations (epistemic
forms). More specifically, if we frame the puzzles in disci-
plinarily integrated games as distilling epistemic forms
(model types) and the epistemic games (modeling strat-
egies) for navigating and manipulating those forms, we
open disciplinary integration well beyond our focus on
Newtonian dynamics to span across disciplines.
Disciplinarily integrated games are inscriptional systems,
and it is particularly important to consider the pedagogical
value of the different symbolic systems deployed within a
game, as well as the practices (i.e., actions or sets of ac-
tions, and the associated goals) that the players need to
use in order to use these systems. For disciplinary integra-
tion, the forms and practices within the game need to be
tied to representations and practices that are needed in
order to develop professional scientific expertise. We posit
that disciplinarily integrated games should support a key
professional practice that cuts across scientific domains -
modeling. This means that players' actions should involve
the iterative development of inscriptions in the form of
computational and mathematized representations of focal
phenomenon in order to investigate key conceptual
relationships in the domain, while also developing facility
with the representations and inscriptions themselves. As
mentioned earlier, this is at the heart of the ‘Science as
Practice’ perspective: the history of science unambiguously
shows that conceptual development in the sciences is
deeply intertwined with the development of representa-
tional practices (Nersessian, 1998; Giere 1988; Pickering
1995; Lehrer and Schauble 2010).
Of note here is the use of multiple representational sys-
tems as tools for inscription. For example, in our work,
dot traces and graphs are complementary representational
systems, and when students used these systems together as
part of their game play, they developed a deeper under-
standing of the target disciplinary ideas (i.e., concepts).
Comparing how relevant aspects of important pheno-
menon can be represented using different inscriptional
systems can support learners in developing a keycharacteristic of modeling expertise: communicativity
(Lehrer, 2003; Lehrer and Schauble 2006b).
We therefore argue that disciplinarily integrated games
engage students in playing epistemic games (leveraging
modeling strategies) to manipulate and navigate chal-
lenges structured in epistemic forms (model types) as a
means of (1) coming to understand those epistemic forms
and epistemic games as important goals in their own right
while (2) simultaneously coming to understand the discip-
linary concepts driving the game. It is important to under-
stand that this emphasis of disciplinary integration
necessitates that we recognize that conceptual develop-
ment and the development of representational practices
(e.g., modeling) are deeply intertwined. This dual focus
parallels the distinction in research on argumentation in
the science classroom between ‘learning to argue’ and
‘arguing to learn’. We assert that a joint focus on both is
essential, because of their deeply intertwined nature. We
therefore propose that disciplinary integration must target
conceptual learning as well disciplinary learning in terms
of the representational practices of the discipline.
One might then ask: how is designing for disciplinary
integration different than designing a 3D virtual inquiry
world (e.g., Quest Atlantis, River City, or Crystal Island)?
We would argue that a key distinction in design involves
the nature and breadth of focus. Virtual inquiry worlds
generally engage students in the practices and Dis-
courses (Gee 1990) of a discipline at the level of inquiry
writ large. Much of the pedagogical power and engage-
ment of 3D virtual inquiry worlds tends to focus heavily
on their impressive affordances for role-playing, nar-
rative, and identity-building (cf. Gee 2007a). While 3D
virtual inquiry worlds are compelling and powerful, their
scope and structure do involve tradeoffs in terms of the
individual tasks or puzzles themselves, which are often
themselves relatively mundane individually (e.g., click on
a character to be told a piece of evidence, click on a
location to get a reading on oxygen levels, or click on
a location to bring up another mini-game to collect
evidence).
Disciplinarily integrated games do not attempt the depth
of immersion, identity-building, and role-playing of virtual
inquiry worlds (and do not dispute their importance
or value), but disciplinarily integrated games do afford
potentially greater sophistication and refinement of the
game-play surrounding the targeted epistemic forms and
epistemic games by virtue of their tighter focus. Essen-
tially, whereas 3D virtual inquiry worlds tend to cast stu-
dents as scientists investigating a ‘mystery’ at the level of
overarching inquiry, disciplinarily integrated games are
more focused on specific epistemic games of manipulating
specific epistemic forms. This focus allows for progres-
sively deepening the puzzle at the heart of the game and
all elements of the game, to emphasize the puzzle.
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ing game play with modeling around a specific central set
of disciplinary inscriptions rather than engaging in
‘inquiry’ more broadly. Disciplinary integration is funda-
mentally generative in that students develop, refine, and
deploy models as actions that constitute game play. As
students progress through curricular sequences, the game
provides a sandbox for modeling phenomena in the real
world. Thus, disciplinarily integrated games emphasize
STEM practices, but in very focused ways, with any given
disciplinarily integrated game focusing on a subset of epi-
stemic forms, or even a single epistemic form, rather than
on broader practices (e.g., ‘inquiry’ writ large).
In terms of examples beyond Newtonian dynamics, we
would argue that DragonBox meets our criteria for discip-
linary integration (http://dragonboxapp.com). DragonBox
engages players in manipulating algebraic equations
through the actual syntax, structures, and procedures of
formal algebra. Players isolate boxes to grow their dragons.
Players can transform and move and eliminate boxes in
various ways. Everything gets introduced in a cartoony,
pictorial, non-mathematical way, but gradually, the pictor-
ial representations are pared back until players are moving
through screens of more standard algebraic syntax. An-
other example is provided by FoldIt, which adopts molecu-
lar schematics as the target epistemic form and engages
players in structuring proteins to fold into specific spatial
configurations (http://fold.it). The puzzles and mechanics
in these games are highly focused (e.g., FoldIt's sequencing
of molecules that will fold into specific shapes), providing
clean, challenging, and engaging puzzles.
SURGE Symbolic, DragonBox, and FoldIt are but three
possible examples for structuring disciplinary integration
around epistemic forms and epistemic games. Framing
disciplinary integration in terms of epistemic forms and
games opens a vast trove of epistemic forms and epistemic
games that span across disciplines (in fact well beyond
STEM into the social sciences). Disciplinary integration of
digital games thus provides a generalizable genre that
holds promise as a vehicle for engaging students in key
epistemic forms and games that cross multiple disciplines
and respond to calls for greater emphasis on problem
solving, 21st century skills, and engaging students in the
practices of disciplines to develop deeper understanding.
Reflections and final thoughts
At the highest level, designing games for learning in-
volves integrating learning goals, game design goals, and
technology affordances. As with any design activity,
game design is fundamentally a creative activity that is
bounded not only culturally by the definitions, trajec-
tories, and conventions of the genre it represents but
also bounded materially by the economic and techno-
logical realities of producing the work itself. Unlike morehistorically established forms of design (e.g., architecture),
game design has not fully explored the limits of its con-
ventional boundaries. Cultural theorists like Berger (2002)
advance the position that digital games are a ‘re-
mediation’ of earlier text forms, while game design experts
stress the novel representational and interactive capacities
of the medium (Crawford 1984).
A designer of educational games must attend not only
to the conventional forms of the particular genre and
subgenre of the game that is being created but also to
whether or not the chosen forms are proper carriers of
the concepts, systems, and relationships of the learning
objectives. This is especially problematic in games for
science learning because some of the most powerful
ideas of science come in the form of systems, models,
and relationships. It is not sufficient to design a com-
pelling game that engages students. Games for science
learning should also incorporate the models and struc-
tures that support the learning goals and optimize
players' learning processes in light of those goals. In this
regard, some game forms and concepts are likely more
conducive to specific science learning processes and
goals. Ultimately, the work of the designer of a game for
science learning involves determining which specific
conventions of game design support students' engage-
ment with which specific science learning goals and
processes.
This paper establishes learning theory as an essential
guidepost for dealing with these design challenges and
objectives. With KiP as an underlying theory, our early
emphasis was on conceptual integration, as evident in
the early versions of SURGE Classic and SURGE Next.
Our design choices in these versions were driven by one
key goal: to enable students to better articulate their
intuitive understandings of the underlying physics. The
iterative nature of game play provided students multiple
opportunities of prediction and self-explanation, and in
the process, supported students in productively re-
organizing their understanding of the Newtonian re-
lationships. In later versions of SURGE, we further
emphasized practices central to modeling - both epistemic
and representational - in order to support conceptual de-
velopment. This was a result of our shift from KiP to SaP
as the underlying theoretical framework. Game play now
focuses on modeling through manipulation and navigation
of formal disciplinary representations - a perspective that
we have termed disciplinary integration.
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